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movies American Sniper is a fictional film,
loosely based on the life of Chris Kyle.[2] Co-
written and directed by Clint Eastwood, it stars
Bradley Cooper as Chris Kyle, a former SEAL
from . The movie also stars Sienna Miller as
Kyle's wife Taya, and Tommy Lee Jones as the
Navy SEAL commander who Kyle hoped to
impress. John Malkovich was originally cast as
the role of Kyle's homecoming pastor, but was
subsequently dropped from the cast due to
scheduling conflicts. The American Sniper -
United States Navy SEAL Fictional Trivia.
American Sniper - United States Navy SEAL
Fictional Trivia | iKnowBlahd.com - In tribute to
American Sniper American Sniper movie, the
real life Iraq War war hero Chris Kyle has
written an autobiography on his love for his wife
Taya. The book, entitled American Sniper: The
Autobiography of the Most lethal Sniper in U.S.
History, chronicles Kyle's first-person account of
his war with the American government and al-
Qaeda, and his defense of fellow servicemen on
the U.S. Navy SEALs and Army soldiers.
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The highest paid American actor 2017 |
CinemaInfo.com. A look at the top 10 best paid
actors in 2017. See what the top performers are
earning. This includes all forms of compensation.
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The brave sniper, was one of the best shot in his.
During the Vietnam war the United States sent
thousands of marines and sailors to. The death of
Chris Kyle was on the front page of the New
York Times on April 2, 2013 the front page of the
Los Angeles Times on. Available to download.
U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle becomes legendary
for hundreds of pinpoint-accurate kills in Iraq.
The veteran marksman was sent to the war by
his. . He makes millions of loyal fans but he also
became a symbol of what so many other people
saw. U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle becomes
legendary for hundreds of pinpoint-accurate kills
in Iraq. The veteran marksman was sent to the
war by his. . July 18, 2011 · USA Today American
Sniper ranks #1 in the box office and is
projected to be the highest-grossing film of the
year at the domestic box office. The movie,
directed by Clint Eastwood, has produced the
highest per-screen average of any film in the top
50. It's also playing in theaters everywhere.
Critics have heaped praise on the film. It's an



awards season contender. The movie's strong
performance at the box office comes after box-
office analysts initially told USA TODAY that it
would probably do about $30M during the first
weekend of release -- a fraction of what the film
will gross at the domestic box office. But after
“American Sniper” opened to $4.5 million on
Friday, few had expected the movie to do so well.
“It’s really a remarkable weekend,” says box-
office analyst Jeff Bock. “For any film, to
generate that kind of number on its opening
weekend is amazing.” Bock says Americans
responded to a film that is a reflection of the
recent wars in Iraq and Afghanistan -- conflicts
that many believe were partly inspired by the
Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on the U.S. “The
counter-terrorism underpinnings of the film
seem to have resonated,” Bock says. “American
Sniper” is directed by Clint Eastwood, who has
made a reputation for himself over the past 20
years with films such as “Mystic River,” “Gran
Torino,” “Changeling,” � 04aeff104c
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